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Newcastle upon Tyne was a powerhouse of the Industrial Revolution, built on coal,
shipbuilding and later on armaments. John Cleveland wrote ”England's a perfect world, hath
Indies too; Correct your maps, Newcastle is Peru…” in News from Newcastle to describe its
wealth from black gold in 1653, by which time the phrase "taking coals to Newcastle" was
already a hundred years old. By 1953 the impact of industry was most strongly felt in the
sooty blackness of Newcastle’s buildings.
Some of the city centre’s architecture remains elegantly and coherently late Georgian
thanks to Richard Grainger’s urban development in the 1830s and there was a flurry of
substantial building in the Edwardian era including the Laing Art Gallery of 1902. As well as
this palace of culture, the same architects built the piers of the Tyne Bridge, the police and
fire station and, just after the Laing, the bright white Spanish City in Whitley Bay as a seaside
palace of fun, long before Geordies began to dream of holidays in Spain. Newcastle was not
as devastated as many other cities by the Second World War and its slums survived, unlike
many of their individual inhabitants, for a long time.
The Stephensons’ locomotives, Parson’s steam turbine, Armstrong’s light crane and deadly
advances in armaments all made Newcastle a proud, wealthy city of technological
innovation and The Lit & Phil has the first public room in the world to be lit by electric light
in 1880. The medieval Bigg Market runs from the castle, cathedral and old town hall up to
Grainger Town and has at its heart Balmbra’s Music Hall where the song tells us that:
Thor wis lots o' lads an' lassies there, aal wi' smiling faces,
Gannin' alang the Scotswood Road, to see the Blaydon Races.
The Bigg Market has long been one of the world’s best party venues with women in
particular managing to be spectacularly underdressed and dressed up all at the same time.
In 1953, Richard Hamilton, aged thirty one, was invited to take up a post as a Lecturer in
Design at King’s College then part of Durham University but right in the centre of Newcastle.
The Department had three areas: painting, sculpture and design (which included printed
textiles and stained glass) and, unusually, students studied for four years for a B.A. degree,
also studying printmaking, life-drawing, and the history of art.
1953 was the year of the coronation of a young queen and even the most cynical saw the
possibility of a new Elizabethan age, post-war and hopeful. Hamilton left Newcastle in 1966,

the year in which England won the World Cup. In the intervening years, Pop culture had
developed and flourished in Britain. Newcastle played a significant role especially in its
Department of Fine Art.
Hamilton was initially appointed to teach the fundamentals of design to first year students
then, when Victor Pasmore arrived as Head of Painting in 1954, jointly taught an innovative
art and design course inspired by the Bauhaus 'basic course'. Hamilton continued to make
his own work in a studio in the Department but commuted from London for the next
thirteen years, producing his Trainsition paintings (train-sit-I-on) to show the perspective of
a spectator moving through a landscape as he did on the 272 mile journey by train, once a
week.

Richard Hamilton, Trainsition III, 1954, Tate
Hamilton restored the Department’s printmaking workshop - “there was an ancient, fullsized Columbian printing press together with a workshop full of wooden display fonts
(secreted in a small upper room off the entrance lobby, above the staff lavatory!) “ - and
took on the role of organising exhibitions in the Hatton Gallery, installing them with the help
of students, designing and printing the catalogues and posters in-house. Above all, Hamilton
taught by example and certain students were deeply influenced by him, learning how to be
an artist, how to display their work, how to self-promote and look beyond the studio.
Rightly or wrongly, Hamilton is known as the father of British Pop Art but once stated that
art was such a tart that anyone could have been Pop’s father. Hamilton’s version of Pop was
only one part of his output but he is credited with its definition in a letter to Alison and
Peter Smithson dated 16 January 1957: "Pop Art is: popular, transient, expendable, low-cost,
mass-produced, young, witty, sexy, gimmicky, glamorous, and Big Business.”

From Hamilton, many young artists at Newcastle saw how they, too, might be a successful,
exhibiting artist, busy and focused on many projects while teaching. He exhibited in London
galleries including a solo show at the Hanover Gallery in 1955 and the first group exhibition
of Pop paintings at the Arthur Jeffress Gallery in 1962 alongside Hockney, Blake and Kitaj
(who had all studied at the Royal College). He sold work to the Tate and private collectors,
worked as a designer for Encounter magazine, a consultant for Churchill Gear Machines in
Blaydon and taught interior design at the RCA from 1961. With his fellow lecturer, George
Knox, Hamilton translated Marcel Duchamp’s Green Box notes in 1956 and later, also in
Newcastle, re-constructed Duchamp’s Large Glass. In 1964, with the departmental librarian
Ron Hunt, Hamilton organised the first ever UK retrospective of Francis Picabia and, assisted
by Mark Lancaster, Tim Head and Fred Brookes, worked on the re-siting of Kurt Schwitters’
Merzbarn from the Lake District to the Hatton in 1965.
In 1963, Hamilton visited America for the first time and travelled to California with the
Duchamps where he met Andy Warhol. Marcus Price recalls seeing some of Warhol’s Silver
Clouds (metallised balloons filled with helium, 1966) at Hamilton’s home in Highgate,
London.
The list of students in the Department 1953-1966 is a remarkable one, not least because the
proportion of women to men was about 50:50. Students came from all over the country and
further, including Stanley Greaves, one of the Caribbean’s most distinguished artists. Many,
like Greaves, were not interested in Pop art but the impact on others was profound. They
were influenced not only by the work which they saw being made in Hamilton’s studio but
also his interest in films, music, technology and cybernetics. His style, cool poise, clothes,
cigars and fast cars, as well as intellectual rigour, were compelling for many and the city,
too, began to provide a distinctive context. The Tyneside Cinema, by the late 1950s, had
grown into the largest film society in the UK outside London; the University of Newcastle
became autonomous in 1963.
Newcastle, at the beginning of the 1960s, was beginning to shake off its post-war fustiness
and become hip. Boutiques opened and for men, like Hamilton and his dedicated followers
of fashion, Marcus Price was the source of the newest, sharpest American imports. The shop
achieved its immortality when Bob Dylan tried on a jacket there in 1965 and the film Don’t
Look Back captured the moment and look of disbelief on the shop assistant’s face. The
music scene in Newcastle was always especially strong with big venues like the City Hall
receiving national tours whose acts often played later that night in the tiny Club A’Gogo
near the University: Jerry Lee Lewis, the Rolling Stones, Captain Beefheart, Geno
Washington, Alex Harvey, the Who, John Mayall, Cream, Pink Floyd and Jimi Hendrix all
played there as did local groups The Animals and Bryan Ferry’s Gas Board. There were
regular lunchtime dance sessions, which staff and students effectively built into the
curriculum, at The Maj (Majestic Ballroom, Westgate Road) and Hamilton “occasionally had

drinks parties where he played the latest record imports from the States - Dionne Warwick,
the Beach Boys and the Shirelles”.
Nothing conveys the impact of Newcastle better than a series of newly-discovered letters
written by student Mark Lancaster to his friend the photographer and cameraman Chris
Morphet who later worked on This Is Tomorrow, a film about Hamilton and his most famous
student Bryan Ferry. Morphet’s older brother Richard was curator of Hamilton’s first and
second retrospectives at the Tate in 1967 and 1992 and, in the early 1960s, worked as an
ad-man on the Player’s Number 3 cigarette account.

Mark Lancaster in the Fine Art Department, Newcastle University
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1962
In three days here we have the Everly Bros, Ketty Lester, Little Richard, Sam Cooke, Jet
Harris…..Monday is Little Richard & Sam Cooke, a great, great singer and we shall go crazy.
We had a lecture by Buckminster Fuller who himself has a prominently domed head…
[and]...this great self publicity gift & it was marvellous.

1963
I just bought Little Eva’s LLLLLOCOMOTION album. She was here last week with Brian
Hyland & E Paolozzi walked out halfway through!

1964 (from Stephen Buckley and Mark Lancaster)
It was so shattering to get that first postcard of yours from Newyork, and what a great way
to go. Thanks also for the other cards esp the beautiful girl at the snack bar counter (?)
whom one feels should be one of that band of great singers like Dionne Warwick and Ketty
Lester who this country is just beginning to acknowledge properly. Mary Wells especially. My
birthday involved a surprise party incorporating a moon-surfaced cake with astronauts, and
Surfin’ Safari LP by the Beach Boys….
I must work; this is just to say it is essential that I see you before I fly on July 12. Is there
possibility of your visiting here where we’d love to see you sometime between June 10 and
30? DAVE BERRY is exhibiting himself in our Union endofterm Rave on June 20.

The artist Stephen Buckley shared a flat with Lancaster at 12 Eslington Terrace: “a v
excellent Jesmond street and a flat not unlike Richard’s geographically”.
Lancaster, more than any other of Hamilton students, absorbed and applied the culture of
pop and Hamilton’s approach perhaps because he was older, having studied textile
technology for six years. He went to the US in July 1964, with Andy Warhol’s phone number
supplied by Hamilton, visited The Factory and stayed all summer working on the Marilyn
series. With Chris Morphet, he photographed the annual Hoppings fair on the Town Moor
and the Spanish City; he painted TV heartthrobs like Dr Kildare, pop stars and advertising.

1962
“I got a beautiful enamelled 14” CocaCola plaque from the delivery man to King’s College,
and I’m doing a painting just now about Spry pure homogenised vegetable shortening.”
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The Department buzzed with visiting lecturers from London and beyond including Eduardo
Paolozzi, Joe Tilson, David Hockney, Richard Smith, Mme Picabia and an original Dadaist
Richard Huelsenbeck. Hamilton and students regularly attended poetry sessions at Tom
Pickard‘s Morden Tower to hear Basil Bunting and even the US Beat poets.
In the latter years of Hamilton’s time in Newcastle, the city was on the verge of a
Renaissance. T. Dan Smith, the Labour leader of Newcastle City Council from 1960 to 1965
nicknamed Mr. Newcastle by some and the Mouth of the Tyne by others, wanted to clear
Newcastle’s slum housing and regenerate his city as “The Brasilia of the North”. He even
invited Le Corbusier to build there but ambition failed in a welter of corruption. Many fine
old buildings around the university, including artists’ studios, were swept away to build a
Civic Centre planned in 1956 which finally opened in 1967. Smith’s story has been retold in

the TV drama “Our Friends in the North” with Smith played by Alun Armstrong, who studied
in the Department in the early 1960s. Other surprising alumni include another actor, Jack
Shepherd; Adrian Henri, the Liverpool pop painter and poet; John Walters, John Peel’s radio
producer; Michael Snodin, a curator of 18th century silver and Horace Walpole expert as well
as many distinguished figures in art education including David Parsons and Richard
Yeomans; filmmaker Philip Trevelyan; artists Geoff Sansbury, Lesley Kerman, Eric Cameron,
Michael Lyons and many, many more. Hamilton himself singled out Roy Ascott, Tony Carter,
Nick de Ville, Rita Donagh, Noel Forster, Mali Morris, Matt Rugg, Ian Stephenson, John A.
Walker and Mary Webb. The list of alumni includes not only major artists but also a wide
and distinguished range of figures in pop culture. The artist Rose Frain speaks for many of
her fellow students:
“Living in Newcastle was wonderful and the Department was heaven.”
Newcastle is a party town with an enthusiastic drinking culture and many southern students
recall their surprise when they first heard a pint of Scotch being ordered in a pub. A pint of
Exhibition, another local beer, must have sounded just the right order for many students in
a pioneering art school, encouraged to be exhibition makers as well as independent thinkers
and artists, in the midst of a new and optimistic pop culture.
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